Dabchy’S Posts

Web-marketing / Customer acquisition
We are looking for a high motivated Senior web marketer to join our team.
Responsabilities:


Develop and manage Dabchy’s digital marketing campaigns



Work on social media strategy(Instagram, Facebook, Linkedin)



Manage and maintain Dabchy’s website(s) and social medias



Write and optimise content for our website and social networking accounts such as
Facebook and Instagram



Track and analyse website traffic flow and provide regular internal reports



Attain our key performance indicators



Identify new trends in digital marketing

Business Developer
We are looking for a high motivated Business Developer to join our team

Responsibilities
A business development professional has three primary responsibilities:


Identifying new sales leads



Maintaining good relationships with our Dabchouchas



Planning and overseeing new marketing initiatives



Negotiating and renegotiating



Developing sales goals for Dabchy’s team and ensuring they are met

Business Analysis
We are looking for a high Motivated Business Analysis to join our team

Responsibilities


Assisting with the business case



Planning and monitoring



Analyse dabchy’S KPI



Translating and simplifying requirements for Dabchy



Requirements management and communication



Requirements analysis

Community Manager
We are looking for a highly motivated Community manager to join our team.

Responsibilities
Content creation writing blog posts, articles, newsletters, dabchy’s Outfits …
Social media marketing creating, managing and growing the company’s presence through
blogs, , Facebook,instagram and other strategically relevant online properties.
Events planning planning meetups and events for Dabchy’s community
Customer relations Answering our Dabchouchas
Marketing strategy –creating strategic marketing plans to Boost the branding of our
company

Graphic Designer
We are looking for a highly motivated Graphic designer to join our team.
Responsabilities :


Work on Dabchy’s strategies to reach a particular audience



Determine the message the design should portray



Create images that identify a product or convey a message



Develop graphics for product illustrations, logos, website, and social media



Select colors, images, text style, and layout

Full Stack Developer
We are looking for a highly motivated Senior Full Stack java Developer (front-end/backend)to join our team.
Responsibilities:



Design overall architecture of the website and application.



Maintain quality of the website and application.



Collaborate with the rest of the engineering team to design and launch new features.



Maintain code integrity and organization.



Experience working with graphic designers and converting designs to visual elements.



Understanding and implementation of security and data protection.
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